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From the food we eat, our bodies generate 3 kilowatt hours (kWh)
each day. Two kWh keep us warm; we use only 1 kWh for everything else -- all the walking,
talking, thinking, working and laughing we fancy in 24 hours. (1kWh=a 40W bulb on for 24 hrs.)
There was a time when, if we needed more productivity than our own daily food intake allowed, we
hired a servant or bought a horse or bullock. Times have changed. Our lives have become more
and more comfortable and productive by tapping into the magic power of fossil fuels. We have
become more and more ingenious in using this power to warm our houses, fuel our transport and
power our gadgets.
The downside is that every nugget of coal, drop of oil, flare of gas we burn produces carbon
dioxide. The carbon that was laid down and sealed in rocks over thousands of millennia is now
being removed from the earth and added as CO2 to our atmosphere. Our factories, cars, lorries,
planes, boilers, lights, computers, fridges etc. have been adding CO2 to the atmosphere far faster
than the earth’s natural processes can extract it.
A natural blanket of CO2 has kept our earth comfy warm for ages past, but now we are piling on
more and more blankets. CO2 has gone from 280 parts per million in 1850 to over 400 ppm in
2016*, the highest concentration for at least 800,000 years. From 1850 the earth has warmed 0.8
C (0.87C in 2015), and sea levels are up by 200 mm. (Watch at: http://climate.nasa.gov/vitalsigns/global-temperature/). By 2030 the earth’s temperature will be between 1.2 and 1.6 C up
from 1850. Sea levels will keep rising, speed depending on how fast glaciers melt. Greenland’s
glaciers will push sea levels up 7 m when they finally gush and slide into the sea.
Funny weather – drought, flood, storm, heat waves and blizzards—are the inevitable result. Our
descendents may well not be best pleased with our careless use of energy as they struggle to live
on the earth we leave them.
In 2010 we Brits each used on average about 195 about kWh daily, most coming from fossil fuel.
We lived in households of 2.3 people. Therefore the total energy used by people in an average
home was 449 kWh a day.
The figures used in this booklet average a year’s energy use out over 365 days. Thus one person’s
long haul holiday flight using 12,000 kWh means they use 33 kWh a day over the year on holiday
flights (rounded down to 30 kWh).
How comfortably can we manage on much less energy? This booklet let’s you explore the
possibilities for savings. On page 3 you see the six main areas where we use energy with the kWh
used in each. For each category a page in this booklet explains how we use this energy and gives
ideas on using less. Thus each page allows us to plan a different aspect of a low energy life style.
There is a red box on the page bottoms for that page’s activity kWh total. When all pages are
filled in, copy the kWh results to the spaces on this page, add them up and compare the new total
with the current average total. Then think of the joys of living the low energy life.
*Probably out of date! Latest at

http://co2now.org/currentco2/co2-now/
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Average use of energy measured in kWh
by each person in the UK
Home and water heating

UK kWh
usage per
day
25*

What I
could
manage:

More
on
page:
4

(excluding washing machines, driers & dish washers)

Home Electricity

5*

5

56

6

Going on holiday

30

7

Food

(including packaging and transport but not home
cooking and refrigeration)

30

8

Stuff bought & transportation of stuff

45

9

(Including washing machines, driers & dish washers)

Getting around by car
(Including car manufacture & road use)

(excluding cars and food)

4
195

“Defence”

Total

4
10

Recycling to deduct from total:

10

Savings or losses after spending any money
saved on energy reduction:
Final total

11

*Multiply by 2.3 to find the average household’s use.
Most figures in this leaflet are based on David MacKay 2009: Sustainable Energy without the Hot Air.
MacKay suggests 37 kWh for heating & 9 kWh for electricity, but these include energy used in the workplace.
Figures used here are based on the EDF average household gas use of 20,500 kWh/yr and the British Gas
figure of 4,576 kWh of electricity/yr for the average household (given an average household size of 2.3
www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/profiles/commentaries/housing.asp). MacKay 2009: 324 for 33 kWh for
imported “stuff” and ibid. 90-1 for 1 kWh for a house (100 yr lifespan) and 12 kWh for transport of stuff.
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Most UK homes still do not have good loft insulation or wall insulation. Their windows are single glazed, not
double glazed. 2.3 people live in the average home and together use around 58 kWh a day on space and
water heating (if spread equally over the year)*. This would total about 2,200 kWh/yr.
At October 2016 prices, 2,200 kWh of gas would cost c. £975/yr. with Ecotricity (selling gas from animal
waste at industry average rates). If heating with electricity the annual bill would be c. £3,500.
The table below tells you how many kWh you would save by using insulation and improving the heating in a
poorly insulated home. Pretend you are insulating a home one step at a time. At the end of each line write
in the blue box the total kWh you would need to heat the home after adding the insulation suggested.

kWh
saved
Heating for semidetached house, average insulation:
Insulate loft:
Insulate cavity walls:
Double glaze windows (A rated):
Replace old G-rated boiler and save 1/5 of total kWh.
Final kWh for home heating & costs:
Hot water usage with poorly insulated tank
Fit a thick (75mm) jacket on your tank
Insulate hot water pipes
Replace old G-rated boiler and save 1/5 of total kWh.
Install a solar thermal panel to heat of your hot
water and reduce energy spent heating your water
by at least 50%. From Apr 2011 the Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI) will pay c. 18p per kWh generated
for 20 years.

kWh needed

Costs:*

60

£975
£150
£129
£7,000
£3,000

22

£364
£15
£10

-12
-12
-6
-6

-8
-2
-2
-5

£3,600
but
note
RHI

Final kWh for hot water usage:
Total kWh for space & water heating &
total costs of improvements:
Reduce by 10% for every degree below 18C
Divide by the number of people in your house
to get the kWh per person:
The figures used here are for gas in a very poorly insulated home; the presumption is that the average home
has some insulation. If you heat with oil, add 40% to final figure. For coal, add 80%.
You can find your own home’s daily average kWh usage by totalling the kWh of 1 year’s bills and dividing by
365. Divide by the number of people in your house to find the individual use.
Even better: start now with weekly readings of your gas & electricity meters. Sign up to Pilio
(software/domestic households) and enter your data weekly. Pilio will calculate and graph your energy use
in kWh by week, month or year.
Mackay 2009: 142
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Information on kWh saved through home insulation measures.

Electricity is measured in kWh on your electric meter. This makes it easy to track your own electricity use
with meter readings. On average we in the UK use 13 kWh daily per household. This cost £825 a year in
2016 with Ecotricity (100% renewable). Unless we heat with electricity, our daily usage is pretty constant.
Listed below are some of the uses a family might make over a day using electricity in our home.
If you make all of your choices from Column A (high energy) you would use over 31 kWh daily.
If you make all of your choices from Column B (low energy), you would use under 6 kWh.
Circle your choices, add up the kWh and estimate your daily usage here:

10 hr
10 hr
10 hr lights

Wash 6 kg clothes
at 60oC
Dry 6 kg clothes
Watch 4 hr TV
10 hr radio
Warm yourself up
for 1 hour
Run 10 cu. ft
freezer 24 hr.
Run under counter
fridge 24 hr
Bake potatoes
Use electric shower
8 hr computer use
Boil water for cup
of tea eight times

High energy choices:
Six 50W halogen spotlights =3
kWh
Six 60W tungsten bulbs
= 3.6 kWh
2 old 5’ fluorescent bulbs
= 1.6 kWh
Leave all appliances switched on
at wall = 2.4 kWh
In Candy GO4146*
= 1.5 kWh
In average tumble dryer
= 3.5 kWh
On 48” plasma screen
= 2 kWh
Digital radio
= 0.1 kWh
3 bar electric fire
= 3 kWh
15 year old model
= 3 kWh
15 year old model
= 1.5 kWh
1 hr in large oven
= 2 kWh
9 minute shower
= 1 kWh
PC with old monitor
= 2 kWh
Fill 1.5 L kettle each time
= 1.2 kWh

Low energy choices:
Six 5W LED spotlights
=0.3 kWh
Six 11W CFL bulbs
= 0.66 kWh
2 T5 5’ fluorescent bulbs
= 0.8 kWh
Turn off all appliances at wall
= 0 kWh
In Whirlpool AWO/D050*
=0.85
On line
= 0 kWh
On old style TV with cable
= 0.4 kWh
Analogue radio
= 0.01 kWh
Warm jersey
= 0 kWh
New model
= 0.7 kWh
A+ rated new model
= 0.35 kWh
15 min. in combination
microwave = 0.3 kWh
4 minute shower
= 0.5 kWh
Laptop
= 0.5 kWh
Boil minimum 0.5 L each time
= 0.3 kWh

Make it real! Use Pilio (see p 4) or read your electric meter and then again after one week. Subtract the
first reading from the second and divide the answer by 7 to find your daily electric usage in kWh. Then
make some changes to your usage using ideas from the table below and then measure your usage over a
week again. Write your improved daily usage in the red box at the page bottom.

First meter reading:

Reading 1 wk later:

Difference divided by 7 days:

After improvements:

Reading 1 wk later:

Difference divided by 7 days:

*Data from www.sust-it.net.
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Average car use accounts for over a quarter of average total energy use. It takes 40 kWh
to drive the average car 30 miles a day. The energy it takes to make the car, spread out
over 15 years, is another 14 kWh a day; road building adds 2 kWh. Thus, providing you
only change cars every 15 years and drive about 11,000 miles a year, your daily driving
total is 56 kWh.
Try choosing a new travel option for your local getting around:
Walk & cycle.

= 2 kWh/day
(for roads)

&

Electric bicycle 30 miles a day

= 2 + 0.5 = 2.5kWh
Electric Moped 30 miles a day
= 2+ 2 = 4kWh
Train 30 miles a day

= 2+ 3 = 5kWh

Bus 30 miles a day
= 2 +10 = 12kWh
Bluemotion VW Polo 30 miles a day
6 kWh from making car + 20 kWh fuel
(diesel polluter!)

= 2 + 26 = 28kWh

Astra Estate 30 miles a day
17 kWh from making car + 49 kWh fuel =

= 2 + 49 = 51kWh

Landrover Discovery 30 miles a day
35 kWh from making car + 74 kWh fuel

= 2 + 109 = 111kWh

UK insurance industry figures show that urban
4x4s are involved in 25% more accidents than saloon
cars and do far more damage. [Mail on Sunday, 10
October 2004] Admiral Insurance figures show that
4x4 drivers are 27% more likely to be at fault in the
event of an accident. (Admiral Insurance, in Sunday
Times, 10 July 2005)

I travel about
would take about
6

miles a day. In future I would like to travel by
kWh a day.

which

*If your car usually carries two or three
people, you may divide the total kWh by 2
or 3, but try to be realistic!

kWh/100km
Full
Avg.
Electric high speed train
3
Rail
3
6
London tube
4.4
15
Diesel coach
6
London bus
7
32
Sea ferry
57
Based on MacKay 2009: 48-50, 131-52.

kWh/100km
Full
Avg.
37
42
53

Ryan Air plane
747 plane

(80% full)

Avg. car with driver only
(range from 44 to 420)
Ocean liner

Holiday chosen:

80

80

105

120

Holiday energy divided equally
amongst 365 days

Long haul flight return from London to Cape Town (14,200
km) = 7,526 kWh.
7,526 divided by 365 days = 20 kWh/day
(This does not include the “forcing” effect of high altitude emissions of
nitrous oxide and water vapour. These make flights about 3 x as
damaging to the atmosphere as the CO2 on its own.)

Drive from Birmingham to Cornwall and back
732 km = 585 kWh in average car.
585 kWh divided by 365 days = 1.6 kWh/day.

20 kWh
(but effect on atmosphere is as
bad as 60kWh because of
sulphuric acid & water vapour
emissions at high altitude.)

1.6 kWh

(Remember to divide by the number of people in the car.)

Sun, sand and surf!

Drive from Birmingham to Wales and back
600 km = 480 kWh in average car.
480 kWh divided by 365 days = 1.3kWh/day.
Visit the island of Skomar in late spring and see puffins galore!
High speed train to Rome
3,000 km = 100 kWh by high speed train
100 kWh divided by 365 days = 0.3 kWh/day

1.3 kWh

0.3 kWh
Train to the Isle of Wight with your bike.
530 km = 31.8 kWh by train
31.8 kWh divided by 365 days = 0.09 kWh/day

For my next holiday I plan to travel by
I will need to travel a distance of
This will take

0.01 kWh
.

km.

k kWh. Spread over a year, this is

kWh a day.*

*Use the data at the top of the page to calculate kWh per kilometre travelled. (A mile is 1.6 km .)
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Based on MacKay 2009: 89-93 and Mike Breners-Lee How Bad
are Bananas 2010. It is very difficult to be certain of the impact
of many foods; fertilizer, meat & dairy, packaging, transport,
refrigeration all add embedded energy. Processed foods often
take numerous trips between factories before reaching the shop.

Breakfast

kWh

Lunch

kWh

Dinner

kWh

Black coffee or tea

0.1

50g Cheese

1.5

Beefsteak, 4oz

10

Large café latte

1.7

2 eggs

2

Roast lamb, 4oz

9.5

Orange juice, 4oz

1.5

4oz cheeseburger

12.5

Pork chop, 4oz

4.5

Bread, 1 slice

0.25

Veggieburger

1

Chicken 4oz

1

Porridge

0.4

Soup from local,
seasonal vegetables

0.5

Shrimp, 4oz

7

Milk, 10oz

1.5

Tomatoes (out of season)

2.8

Fresh trout, 4oz

3

1 egg

1.5

0

Potato, large

0.6

Bacon, 4oz

4.5

Organic fruit or veg.
from garden
Apple (average)

0.4

Rice, 4oz

1

Orange (average)

0.4

Asparagus (250g air
freighted from Peru)

17.5

500ml bottled water

0.8

Asparagus (250g local
in season)

0.63

Beer, 1pt

2.5

Organic fruit or veg
from own garden

0

Carrots, 4 oz.

0.15

Strawberries 4oz (local
in season)

0.3

Strawberries 4oz (flown
in or hothouse)

3.6

Large dairy ice cream
from van

2.5

Bottle of wine (less from
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It takes about 15 kWh to fertilize, grow and harvest a
day’s food for the average UK citizen. Packaging (c.
3kWh), transport (c. 12 kWh) and supermarket costs
take embedded food energy to about 30 kWh. Energy
to drive to the supermarket, refrigerate and cook is
additional.
Try planning some menus with a lower energy input.
Remember to include all food bought but not eaten.
The food kWh will be higher with lots of processed
foods and/or lots of restaurant meals.

Breakfast

Total:
8 My menu uses

kWh

Lunch

Total:
kWh for one day’s food:

bag in carton)

kWh

Dinner

Total:

kWh

Getting on for ¼ of our energy (45kWh daily) goes on buying things and
services (excluding from food, home energy, travel, mortgage, tax, savings,
pension, investments.)
Remember: the UK mean household income is £25,600—more and you
probably buy more, less and you probably buy less.
Below are some ideas for saving on our “stuff” energy expenditure.
Draw lines from needs on the left to appropriate solutions on the right.

Buy clothes new or

Borrow from the library.

Buy furniture new or

Buy from charity shops.

Buy books new or

Ask for/offer items on Freecycle.

Buy a bike new or

Buy (& sell) on eBay.
Buy (& sell) at car boot sales.

Other ideas:

It takes about on average 3 kWh to produce the goods and services we buy for £1.
Therefore £5,500 spent on “stuff” in a year= 16,500 kWh/yr or about 45 kWh/day.
How much do you spend on “stuff” in a year?
Divide by 365:
Multiply by 3 to find how many kWh a day goes on
your stuff:
How much energy per day do you plan to use on
buying “stuff” in the future?
9

large plastic bottles
100 g = 3 kWh
0.39
small plastic bottles
100 g = 3 kWh
0.13
aluminium tins
100 g = 4 kWh
0.39
steel tins (sort using
bbbbmagnet)
100 g = 0.6 kWh
small glass bottles
100g = 0.7 kWh

0.13
0.15

large glass bottles
100g = 0.7 kWh
0.29
1 kg. paper (daily
xxxxxxxbroadsheet = 2 kWh)
100 g = 1 kWh

Totals

10
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Divide by 14 to find
daily energy saving

Multiply first two
columns to find
energy saved:

How many of each
do you recycle in a
fortnight?

Recycled items

kWh saved per item

Before you put your recycling out for its fortnightly collection, weigh and record it to see
how much energy your recycling is saving. The chart below indicates the energy saving
for each of the five most common types of recycling.

Being green can save lots of money by reducing spending on stuff
and food (eating less meat and wine), insulating your house,
holidaying locally.
Let’s say you have £1,000 for celebrating. Now decide what you
think should be done with it. What would give the most and longest
lasting sense of satisfaction? You may wish to prioritise the
suggestions below; you may wish to write your own wish list.
www.jpmorganclimatecare.com/ also has good ideas of ways to
spend money which save energy and reduce carbon dioxide.

Some ways of spending £1,000
Contra productive spending of £1,000:
 Buy petrol for your car for a year
 Return Flight to Australia
 20 Budget flights to Spain
Creative energy saving spending £1,000:
 Buy into a well-executed rainforest preservation project*
 Insulate your loft and your cavity walls and have change
left over to treat two of your friends to the same!
 Give to a charity promoting birth control.**
 Buy an electric bicycle and reduce driving by 15 m. a day
 Invest in solar PV panels. ****
 Invest in Triodos Renewables (wind, wave etc. energy)
 Replace old boiler with 60% efficiency with new boiler with
90% efficiency. (Costs c. £3000 for installed boiler.& saves 15kWh/day)
 Replace single glazed bay window with A rated double
glazing (saves more if old window is very draughty)
 Invest in solar thermal panels (provide 50-70% of hot water, c.
4kWh/day of 7kWh needed to heat 180L tank; cost c. £3500).***

kWh/yr

Used
7,700
27,200
51,000
Saved

kWh/ day

Used
21
74
139
Saved

330,000
-26,280

-4,500

-20,000
-7,300
-3,400
-2,847
-1,825

-30
-20
-9.3
-7.8
-5

-730

-2

-365

-1

-72

Total daily kWh savings (or spending) after we have celebrated
and spent the money saved by using less energy:
*Mike Berners-Lee How Bad are Bananas?, Profile Books 2010: 59.
**Savings based on £10 cost for 1T CO2 saved suggested by www.popoffsets.com/calculator.php presuming 1T CO2 approximates emissions
from 5,000 kWh made by burning oil.
***From 10/2012 the Renewable Heat Incentive will give financial support (probably c. £300/yr) to homes with solar thermal installed after 4/09.

**** In 2016 investing c. £6,000 in solar PV generates about 3,400 kWh/year (8.7 kWh/day). The Feed In Tariff, export tariff
payment & your direct energy savings = c. £280/year for 20 years index linked.
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